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Color Slides of Overseas U.S. Trade Fairs – are 35mm color transparencies arranged chronologically by year, and, thereunder, by U.S. Trade Fair location (usually a major city overseas). These illustrate a fair's theme, its architecture, its exhibits and various scenes from the fair's operation, including opening ceremonies involving VIP's. Some scripts may be found with these slide presentations, which were used to inform U.S. industry about the Trade Fair program.

The records are unclassified and unrestricted. Their volume totals forty-five cubic feet. Inclusive dates range from 1956 through 1973.

Disposition: Transfer immediately to the National Archives.

This series is stored at the Washington National Records Center under the following Accession Numbers:

151-76-0004, Boxes 1---2, inclusive.
151-80-0050, Boxes 1---18, inclusive.
285-76-0007, Boxes 1---25, inclusive.
2. Photographs of Overseas U.S. Trade Fairs - black and white glossy prints depicting scenes at U.S. Trade Fairs held overseas. The photographs contain captions describing the individual fair's theme, its architecture, its exhibits, and various scenes related to the fair's operation, including opening ceremonies involving VIP's.

The files are arranged chronologically by year, and, thereunder, alphabetically by name of the city in which the fair was held. They are unrestricted and unclassified. Total volume equals eight cubic feet. Inclusive dates range from 1957 through 1965.

Disposition: Transfer immediately to the National Archives.

This series is stored at the Washington National Records Center under Accession Number 285-71J4795, Boxes 188----195, inclusive.

The following materials in this job may be disposed of in processing: records disposable under current approved ITA records disposition authorities; records disposable under items in the General Records Schedules; and non-record, duplicative, or unidentifiable material.
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